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Abstract: A computer representation of teaching-learning processes in collaborative learning 
settings consists of modelling not only the sequence of learning activities and educational 
resources as existing learning design languages propose, but also modelling both the sequence 
of invocations of tools needed to carry out the learning activities and the flow of data among 
those tools. Existing data flow approaches only model data with activities but not data with 
tools. In this paper, we present LeadFlow4LD, a learning design and workflow-based method 
to achieve such a computational representation of collaborative learning processes in an 
interoperable and standard way. The proposed method has been assessed through the 
specification and enactment of a variety of non-trivial collaborative learning situations. The 
experimental results indicate that the level of expressiveness of the proposal is adequate in 
order to represent the flow of tools invocations and data which was missing in other existing 
research approaches. 
 
Keywords: Data Flow, Learning Design, Learning Flow, Workflow, IMS LD, CSCL 
Categories: L.3.0, L.3.6 

1 Introduction 

Educational Modelling Languages (EMLs) have been proposed as a means for 
instructional designers and educators to describe learning processes in a computer-
interpretable form [Rawlings, 02]. Representing the learning process as prescribed 
scripts by means of an EML opens the possibility of using computer-based systems to 
automatically guide participants throughout the sequencing of activities, the 
sequencing of tools, as well as to manage the flow of information on their behalf 
[Koper, 08]. Moreover, by specifying the learning process using a standard EML, 
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educators around the world could define the logic and rationale of their designs in an 
interoperable and standard way, thereby permitting design interchange between 
educators and tools, and reuse of designs in different contexts and situations [Koper, 
08]. 

There are different EMLs that can be employed to specify a learning process 
[Koper, 01][Rodríguez-Artacho, 04][Martel, 06][Caeiro-Rodriguez, 06], including 
IMS Learning Design (IMS LD) [IMS, 02]. IMS LD is an EML that follows the so-
called learning design (LD) approach [Conole, 13], which pays special attention to the 
learning activities –performed by participants while interacting with data produced by 
tools along the learning process,— instead of just focusing on the delivery of the 
educational content, as did previous approaches [Britain, 04]. With background in 
workflow domain [IMS, 02] [Marino, 07] [Vignollet, 10], the main goals of the LD 
approach become similar to those in workflow [van der Aalst, 02]: the process 
automation, the reuse of the process definition, and the interchange of the process 
definition among educators and tools. 

IMS LD allows the specification of many aspects of a learning process, aspects 
such as: the roles to be played by participants, the sequence of activities to be 
performed by participants, and the tools and documents that can be employed to 
support each activity. However, there are two important aspects of learning processes 
that cannot be specified with IMS LD: the relationship between data and tools (IMS 
LD only specifies the relationship between data and activities) [Bordies, 12] [König, 
10] [Caeiro-Rodríguez, 10] [Neumann, 09] [Miao, 05] [Peter, 05] [Wilson, 05], and 
the sequence of tools that are expected to be employed by participants in the same 
activity [Palomino-Ramírez, 08b]. These two aspects imply that the data flow among 
the tools employed to support the learning process cannot be fully automated. As a 
consequence, the participants in the learning process take responsibility for handling 
such data flow; i.e. taking the output generated by a given tool and using it as the 
input of another tool.  

IMS LD is the de facto standard for the LD community and approach [IMS, 02] 
[Derntl, 11][König, 10]. IMS LD has not yet been widely adopted due to several 
organizational and technological reasons [Griffiths, 08]. Nevertheless, there is a 
renewed interest [Alario-Hoyos, 13][Katsamani, 11] in using IMS LD as an 
interoperability format to deploy learning designs produced by multiple existing 
authoring tools (e.g. OpenGLM [Derntl, 11b], Collage [Hernández-Leo, 06], and 
CADMOS [Katsamani, 11]) into mainstream and widely adopted Virtual Learning 
Environments (VLEs) (e.g. Moodle, LAMS, and Blackboard). These recent research 
efforts, together with the large set of available IMS LD compliant learning design 
authoring tools, still suggest the significant research challenge required in order to 
overcome the expressive pitfalls of IMS LD while still trying to maintain the validity 
of existing IMS LD tools as much as possible. 

The aforementioned limitations are especially relevant within the context of 
Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) in which different researchers 
propose the use of IMS LD to describe collaborative learning processes [König, 10] 
[Paramythis, 08] [Hernández-Leo, 07] [Dan, 07]. Such relevance is due to the fact that 
many collaborative learning processes include complex data flows that are difficult 
for participants to handle, thus hindering the realization of learning activities. In this 
sense, several findings reported in [Palomino-Ramírez, 08] suggest that the manual 
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handling of data flow in collaborative learning processes unnecessarily increases the 
cognitive load of participants and leads to error-prone situations.  

Shown in [Palomino-Ramírez, 07], the aforementioned limitations can be tackled 
by combining the use of IMS LD with a standard workflow language. In this 
approach, the workflow language is employed to specify the relationship between 
data and tools as well as the sequence of tools, thus enabling the automatic handling 
of the data flow within the context of a learning process. However, and in spite of the 
evidences supporting the feasibility of the approach, the proposal of a detailed method 
to specify learning processes following such an approach is still missing in the 
literature. This paper introduces a method called LeadFlow4LD that combines IMS 
LD with the XPDL (XML Process Definition Language) workflow language [Norin, 
02] to specify learning processes in a computer interoperable way that enables the 
automatic handling of data flow.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2, introduces a case study 
and the related work in order to show the nature of the problem. Section 3 describes 
the proposed method. Next, section 4 describes a prototype enactment system 
specified according to the proposed method and used as proof-of-concept to 
demonstrate that a collaborative learning process can be enacted. Section 5 presents 
the assessment of the expressiveness and reusability of the description of 
collaborative learning processes specified according to the proposed method. Finally, 
conclusions and future work can be found in section 6. 

2 The Data Flow Problem in Learning Design 

In this section a simple but significant collaborative learning (CL) situation is 
described in order to illustrate the lack of expressiveness of IMS LD when modelling 
the data flow. The section also analyses different research initiatives that have 
proposed ways of modelling the data flow. 

2.1 An Illustrative Example of the Data Flow Problem in LD 

The peer-review [Bartels, 03] is a well-known CL technique in which students first 
generate an artefact that is then reviewed by one or more of their peers. The CL 
process based on this technique typically follows the structure depicted in Fig. 1. The 
structure starts with an editing activity (A1) that is supported by an editing tool (T1) 
employed to generate an artefact (D1). Then, a reviewing activity (A2) takes place 
with the support of a reviewing tool (T2) that employs the artefact generated in the 
previous activity (D1) as input. The sequence of learning activities (A1, A2) along 
with the tools (T1, T2) employed to support them define what is called the learning 
flow structure. The sequence of tool invocations (T1, T2), as well as the data passed 
between them (D1) define what is called the data flow structure. 

It is noteworthy that similar CL processes, also called CL situations [Osuna-
Gómez, 99], can be derived from the peer-review structure depending on the grouping 
of participants as well as on the actual data flow among the tools used by the different 
groups. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the case of a peer-review situation in which participants 
are grouped in pairs (p1, p2) while Fig. 2(b) represents an example a peer-review 
situation with participants grouped in triples (p1, p2, p3). Both figures show the need 
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of providing a different instance of each tool for each participant in a group (e.g. 
instance T1-1 of the editing tool for participant p1) as well as the fact the tool 
instances handle different instances of the artefacts (e.g. instance T1-1 generates 
artefact D1-1 while instance T1-2 generates artefact D1-2). Fig. 2(c) shows another 
example of a peer-review situation with participants grouped in triples in which the 
data flow is different from the one considered in the previous situation (e.g. tool 
instance T2-3 uses artefact instance D1-1 as an input in one case and artefact D1-2 in 
the other). 

 

 

Figure 1: The CL structure of many peer-review CL situations 

Unfortunately, IMS LD cannot be employed to specify any of the CL situations 
illustrated in Fig. 2 since it does not support the specification of the data flow between 
tools, as stated by several authors in LD literature [Bordies, 12] [König, 10] [Caeiro-
Rodríguez, 10] [Neumann, 09] [Miao, 05] [Peter, 05] [Wilson, 05]. Moreover, it is not 
possible to specify the sequence in which several tools should be used by the learners 
in an activity in the cases where more than one tool is needed [Palomino-Ramírez, 
08b]. As a consequence, it is not possible to use IMS LD to generate computer-
interpretable descriptions of CL situations, descriptions that could be employed to 
automatically determine the sequence of tool invocations and manage the exchange of 
data. Both issues are called here “the data flow problem in LD”. 

2.2 Related Work 

Some authors [Koper, 08] [Miao, 08] have proposed ways of exploiting IMS LD 
expressiveness in CL so as to include information about data flow between activities 
in IMS LD descriptions of learning processes. In this approach, the data flow is 
specified between activities but not between tools. This implies that the system does 
not have enough information to deliver automatically an input data to the proper tool, 
thus the system relies on user intervention. 

Other authors [König, 10] have proposed an extension of IMS LD in order to 
provide sufficient support for (collective) artefacts. The extension models the flow of 
artefacts between activities, however, the extension does not enable the provision of 
the information required to automatically handle the data flow between tools. 
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Figure 2: Three CL situations derived from the same peer-review structure: (a) 
participants grouped in pairs, (b) and (c) participants grouped in triples with 
different data flows 

Another work [Vantroys, 03] studied the possibility of substituting IMS LD with 
the XPDL standard workflow language. The authors showed that XPDL enabled the 
automatic handling of the data flow in learning processes, but the distinction of the 
collaborative work performed by different students participating in a collaborative 
activity is still necessary. This is the reason why they proposed a new workflow 
language that extended the capabilities of XPDL. The lack of interoperability of this 
solution has hindered its adoption. 

An alternative approach, proposed by [Miao, 05], merges the IMS LD and XPDL 
meta-models in order to create a new EML called CSCL scripting language. The main 
goal of yet another EML addresses different IMS LD issues in the CL specification 
including the data flow between tools. Again, the proposed CSCL scripting language 
is not an interoperable EML with the current LD standard (IMS LD). 

There are also other works in the literature that study the data flow problem in LD 
but they do not propose any solution. For example, Peter and Vantroys state that IMS 
LD lacks data flow management features [Peter, 05], but they do not go further in 
defining the associated defects. Wilson criticizes that IMS LD does not consider 
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whether the results of a tool are going to be exported to other tools [Wilson, 05]. 
Moreover, he does not provide any solution to this issue. Dalziel states that IMS LD 
requires new mechanisms in order to transfer data between tools with a possible 
information processing between them [Dalziel, 06], and yet he does not propose the 
associated mechanism. Palomino-Ramírez et al. state that IMS LD lacks system-
support for addressing the automation of data flow management [Palomino-Ramírez, 
07] [Palomino-Ramírez, 08b], but their actual solution is still missing. The IMS LD 
expert group states in [Neumann, 09] that IMS LD does not allow management of 
data flow between the tools since these are viewed as “black boxes” by the learning 
design. Caeiro-Rodríguez et al. refer to the data flow problem as a limitation of the 
IMS LD expressivity in CL [Caeiro-Rodríguez, 10]. Vignollet et al. describe a generic 
specification of the data flow problem in the LD field [Vignollet, 09]; however, they 
state that it is just a conceptual approach to be taken into account by future EMLs. 

3 LeadFlow4LD 

Overviewed in Fig. 3, LeadFlow4LD is a method to describe CL processes that 
combines the use of standards languages of LD and workflow in order to provide 
computer-interpretable representations of CL structures and situations. According to 
Fig. 3, LeadFlow4LD involves a series of steps resulting in the creation of five 
documents which specify all the information needed to completely describe a CL 
process. This section describes the steps that the instructional designer and educator 
must follow in order to achieve such descriptions. 
 

 

Figure 3: Overview of the LeadFlow4LD method 
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3.1 Collaborative Learning Structure 

First of all, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the instructional designer should define a CL 
structure by generating the learning flow and the data flow documents. On the one 
hand, the learning flow document specifies the sequence of learning activities to be 
carried out in the CL scenario, and the roles to be played by participants in each 
activity (teachers, tutors, learners, etc.). IMS LD is the language employed for coding 
the learning flow document. We employ IMS LD due to its widespread adoption by 
the technology-enhanced learning community, as well as to its capability for 
expressing all the concepts involved [Hernández-Leo, 05]. On the other hand, the 
data flow document specifies the sequence of invocations of tools that will take 
place during the learning process, the data generated by the tools, as well as the 
relationship among data and tools. Additionally, this document describes the roles of 
participants in each tool invocation. XPDL is the language employed for coding the 
data flow document due to its capability for expressing all the concepts involved 
[Norin, 02] and because of its wide acceptance and usage as a workflow process 
definition interchange format [WfMC, 94]. 

Once the learning flow and data flow (workflow) have been specified in their 
corresponding documents, the information that states the relationship between 
learning activities and tool invocations (represented as XPDL activities) should be 
specified since both flows are interdependent. Furthermore, since the tools are 
intended to help the learner to reach the objectives of the learning activities, it seems 
reasonable for LeadFlow4LD to follow a master-slave coordination mechanism in 
which the learning flow plays the master role and the workflow plays the slave role 
for deciding which of the flows is actually guiding the actions of the learners. 
Consequently, the learning flow should identify the learning activities in which the 
corresponding tool invocations in the workflow should be initiated by the learners 
involved. Similarly, the workflow should identify workflow activities in which the 
workflow should be started as well as identify the workflow activities in which the 
control should be switched back to the learning flow. Thus, a simple way to codify 
this relationship between learning activities and workflow activities is by defining a 
list of master and slave transitions. A master transition defines a connection from a 
learning activity to a starting workflow activity, while a slave transition defines a 
connection from an ending workflow activity to a learning activity. Such coordination 
between flows is specified by the instructional designer in a document called the 
flows coordination document, which is codified in a proprietary specification based 
on the XML schema and shown in Fig. 4. 

3.2 Collaborative Learning Structure Instantiation 

The instantiation of the learning flow structure by the simple assignment of 
participants to learning activities is sufficient for the purpose of enacting specific CL 
situations (“create cases” in workflow terminology). Nevertheless, it is not the same 
regarding the instantiation of the data flow structure. In collaborative learning, the 
simple assignment of participants to abstract tools is not sufficient for the purpose of 
enacting specific CL situations. Instead, as stated during the problem review, it is 
necessary for the instructional designer, or even the educator, to first define the 
groups instantiation; that is, the number of data and tool instances (related to the 
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number of groups) as well as the relationships among them (the interaction among 
groups). Following, the educator defines the groups population. That is, the 
assignment of participants to learning activities and tool instances. 

This is what happens, for example, when the instructional designer, or even the 
educator, has to decide how many groups will participate in a peer-review (how many 
data and tool instances will be created), and decide about the interactions among 
groups (which group will review what artefact). But the educator also has to decide 
about the groups population: participants that will play a certain role; participants that 
will handle individual or shared tool instances. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<xsd:schema elementFormDefault="qualified" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/.."> 
   <xsd:element name="flows-coordination" type="FlowsCoordinationManifestType"/>  
   <xsd:complexType name="FlowsCoordinationManifestType"> 
      <xsd:sequence> 

     <xsd:element name="uoLeadFlow4LD-info" type="UoLeadFlow4LDInfoType"/> 
      <xsd:element name="activities" type="ActivitiesType"/> 
      <xsd:element name="transitions" type="TransitionsType"/> 
      <xsd:element name="tools" type="ToolsType"/> 
  </xsd:sequence> 
     <xsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:string"></xsd:attribute> 
    </xsd:complexType> 

   <xsd:complexType name="ToolsType"> 
      <xsd:sequence> 

     <xsd:element name="tool" type="ToolType"/> 
  </xsd:sequence> 

   </xsd:complexType> 
   <xsd:complexType name="ActivitiesType"> 
      <xsd:sequence> 

     <xsd:element name="learning-activity" type="LearningActivityType"/> 
  </xsd:sequence> 

   </xsd:complexType> 
   <xsd:complexType name="MasterTransitionType"> 
      <xsd:sequence> 

     <xsd:element name="from" type="ActivityRefType"/> 
      <xsd:element name="to" type="ToolRefType"/> 
  </xsd:sequence> 

   </xsd:complexType> 
   <xsd:complexType name="SlaveTransitionType"> 
      <xsd:sequence> 

     <xsd:element name="from" type="ToolRefType"/> 

Figure 4: Flows coordination XML schema 

For this reason, LeadFlow4LD distinguishes between the CL structure and its  
instantiation. But differently from a typical IMS LD script where the CL structure 
instantiation is not specified at all, in LeadFlow4LD the instantiation has to be made 
in two separated documents: the groups instantiation document and the groups 
population one. On the one hand, the groups instantiation document is defined by 
the instructional designer, or even the educator, from the data flow structure 
document, but taking into account the interactions between data and tool instances 
(the number of groups) necessary to describe the collaborative interaction of the data 
flow. This document is specified in XPDL similar to the data flow document from 
where it derives. On the other hand, the groups population document is 
accomplished by the educator to specify the particularities of the CL situation, such as 
the assignment of participants to the learning activities and tool instances. This 
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document does not follow a standard specification, since the specification of the 
instantiation (the assignment of participants to roles at the time of instantiation) of 
process modelling languages is still an open issue [Caeiro-Rodríguez, 08], even in the 
workflow domain [Decker, 08].  

Thus, LeadFlow4LD proposes an XML representation based on a conceptual 
model and schema proposed by iCollage [Hernández-Gonzalo, 08], which specifies 
the instantiation of groups as role instances as well as the assignment of participants 
to groups in learning flow structures. LeadFlow4LD has extended this model to 
include the assignment of participants to tool instances. 

The use of a non-standard specification in LeadFlow4LD might hamper its 
adoption since LeadFlow4LD scripts would require the use of specific enactment 
infrastructures (see section 4). Nevertheless, a significant part of the modelling effort 
could still be of use even in the absence of such specific infrastructures. For example, 
the learning flow document could be interpreted (and eventually reused) by existing 
IMS LD engines (obviously, losing the data flow modelling). 

3.3 LeadFlow4LD Document Distribution 

In order to get a more effective distribution of the different collaboration scripts 
specified according to LeadFlow4LD, the five documents summarized in Table 1 can 
be packaged in a unit of learning called UoLeadFlow4LD following the IMS Content 
Package Specification [IMS, 03]. This approach would encourage instructional 
designers and educators to improve a given CL process (a CL structure) by 
aggregating new groups instantiation and population documents. This separation in 
different documents of a CL process specified according to the proposed method is 
aimed at fostering different levels of reusability: the learning flow, data flow and 
flows coordination documents –all of which actually reflect the pedagogical strategy-
can be reused in different CL situations, while only the groups instantiation and 
population documents  would need to be changed. 

 
Document Description Specification Responsible 
Learning 

flow 
Defines the sequence of learning 
activities. 

IMS LD Instructional 
Designer 

Data flow Defines the sequence of tool invocations 
and the data flow between tools. 

XPDL Instructional 
Designer 

Flows 
coordination 

Defines the relationship between 
learning activities and tool invocations. 

Proprietary Instructional 
Designer 

Groups 
instantiation 

Defines the number of data and tool 
instances as well as the relation among 
them. 

XPDL Instructional 
Designer/Educat

or 
Groups 

population 
Defines the assignment of participants to 
learning activities and tool instances. 

Proprietary Educator 

Table 1: Summary of documents generated by the LeadFlow4LD method 
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4 Enactment of a UoLeadFlow4LD 

A UoLeadFlow4LD describes CL structures and situations from the points of view of 
the instructional designers and educators. Unfortunately, the UoLeadFlow4LD cannot 
be executed “as-is” by learning flow (IMS LD compliant) and workflow (XPDL 
compliant) engines because of a proprietary specification which describes the 
coordinated execution of both engines. 

Therefore, three different implementation approaches have been identified in 
order to execute the UoLeadFlow4LD. The first approach consists in directly 
executing a UoLeadFlow4LD throughout a LeadFlow4LD-compliant engine. The 
drawbacks, however, are that the approach does not take advantage of existing 
learning flow and workflow standard engines and that, of course, the implementation 
of the LeadFlow4LD engine would be a very hard task.  Rather than that approach, 
we propose to re-use existing engines through master-slave implementation 
approaches. Then, we propose to implement a master-learning flow and slave-
workflow approach, because we consider that the learning activities defined in the 
learning flow, describe the main steps of the learning situation and should be 
considered as the master flow rather than the opposite approach. 

The enactment of a UoLeadFlow4LD using the selected approach requires a 
software component called LeadFlow4LD parser. The main task of the parser is to 
automatically generate (from a set of defined rules) two new documents, called the 
synchronized learning flow document and the synchronized workflow document. 
While the former, is an IMS LD compliant UoL, the latter is a workflow process file 
written in the workflow enactment language such as XPDL. 

The way in which both engines invoke each another is described in the sequence 
diagram shown in Fig. 5. First, participants start their learning activities using the 
graphical user interface that LeadFlow4LD delivers for all participants. Second, when 
participants decide to use tools (delivered by the workflow engine), the workflow 
engine launches tool clients, which in turn invoke the associated Web tool. Third, 
when participants finish using the last tool (from the sequence of tools), then the 
control flow is switched back to the learning flow engine, thereby implying that 
participants are able to resume the next learning activity. 

As shown in Fig. 5, the engines do not communicate directly. Instead, they 
communicate through the so-called “engine invoking resources”. The LedFlow4LD 
parser aggregates the workflow engine invoking resources to the synchronized 
learning flow document and enables the modification of the workflow variables used 
as conditions to start the data flow. Similarly, the parser aggregates learning flow 
engine invoking resources to the synchronized workflow document and enables 
modification of IMS LD property values –subsequently used as conditions to 
terminate the learning activity. 
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Figure 5: Sequence diagram of the coordinated execution of the learning flow and 
workflow engines 

An existing technological infrastructure has been selected for implementation: 
Coppercore [Vogten, 05] as the engine able to play the synchronized learning flow 
document and Bonita [Surhone, 10] as the engine able to play the synchronized 
workflow document. The former because it is the reference engine used by the IMS 
LD specification, and the latter because it is open-source and because it supports 
XPDL. The Coppercore Web service API and the Bonita RESTful Web service API 
were used to communicate with the learning flow and workflow engines, respectively. 

External Web tools are invoked by the Bonita workflow engine by means of the 
URLs that are included in the groups instantiation document of LeadFlowLD 
specifications. Such URLs would be invoked in the sequence prescribed by the data 
flow document. The current enactment infrastructure does not support an automatic 
way of managing those URLs (creation, modification, deletion of tool instances). That 
would imply a large increase in the specification burden when dealing with a 
significantly large number of tools instances. Those instances should be managed 
manually (by some kind of support staff). Nevertheless, we are currently planning to 
enhance the LeadFlow4LD enactment infrastructure with our proposed Glue! 
integration system [Alario-Hoyos, 13] so as to automate the management of third-
party external Web tools instances. In the next section, different CL situations have 
been enacted using this infrastructure. 

5 Assessment of Expressiveness and Reusability of a 
UoLeadFlow4LD 

This section presents the assessment of the expressiveness of LeadFlow4LD to 
specify CL structures, structures that comprise both the learning flow and the data 
flow in order to be reused in different CL situations. To accomplish this dual 
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objective of expressiveness and reusability, specific CL situations, derived from a 
simple well-known CL technique, were specified and assessed according to the 
LeadFlow4LD method. Then, LeadFlow4LD was also tested (regarding 
expressiveness only) with two other, but more complex, CL situations. 

The assessment of expressiveness and reusability was carried out in two parts. 
First, both the CL structure and the selected CL situations were specified according to 
the proposed method, then, they were run by means of the aforementioned 
implementation and used as proof-of-concept to show that collaboration scripts which 
are specified according to LeadFlow4LD can be executed using available state-of-the-
art learning flow and workflow engines. 

5.1 Describing Collaborative Learning Situations for Assessment 

Four situations, based on the peer-review CL technique, provide the assessment of 
LeadFlow4LD mainly because they deal with collaborative interactions among data 
and tool instances (the first assessment objective). Furthermore, the four CL situations 
proposed share, in pairs, the same structure to properly illustrate the reutilization of 
the collaboration scripts specified according to LeadFlow4LD (the second assessment 
objective). 

Table 2 lists the selected CL situations for the assessment of LeadFlow4LD 
following the aforementioned criteria: expressiveness and reusability. 
 

Sit. Description 
1 Two learners edit an artefact individually; then each one reviews the artefact of 

his/her peer. 
2 Four learners edit an artefact in pairs; then each pair reviews collaboratively the 

artefact of their peers. 
3 Three learners edit individually an artefact; then the first learner reviews the 

artefact of the second learner, the second learner reviews the artefact of the third 
learner, and the third learner reviews the artefact of the first one. 

4 Six learners edit an artefact in pairs; then, working with different peer, each pair 
review the artefact created by another pair. 

Table 2: Selected CL situations based on the peer-review process used to assess 
LeadFlow4LD (expressiveness and reusability) 

5.2 The Peer-Review Collaborative Learning Structure 

Since all of the selected CL situations derive from the same CL process -the peer-
review-, all of them share the same structure: the learning flow, data flow and flows 
coordination documents.  

As illustrated in Figs. 6a and 7a, the instructional designer starts with the CL 
structure definition comprised by the learning flow and the data flow structures, that 
is, the sequence of learning activities (editing then reviewing), the sequence of tool 
invocations (an editing tool and then a reviewing tool invocation), as well as the data 
flow between tools (the resultant artefact from the editing tool is an input to the 
reviewing tool). Then, authoring tools (Reload editor for IMS LD [Reload, 12] and 
Together workflow editor for XPDL [Together, 12]), specify the learning flow and 
data flow documents, respectively. Specified according to IMS LD and XPDL, part of 
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these documents are shown in Figs. 6b and 7b, respectively. On the one hand, the 
learning flow document in Fig. 6b describes roles and learning activities as well as the 
dynamic behavior of the learning process in the method tag and which can be 
interpreted using the theatre play metaphor. For example, the learning process 
comprises two acts. In the first act, learners playing the editor role follow a script 
described in the learning activity A1, while in the second act, a learner playing the 
reviewer role follow a script described in the learning activity A2. On the other hand, 
the data flow document shown in Fig. 7b describes data (DataFields), roles 
(Participants), tools (Applications) and tool invocations (Activities). The sequence of 
tool invocations is described by defining transitions (not shown in Fig. 7b), while the 
relationship between data and tools is described through the relation between the 
formal parameters of tools (FormalParameters) and actual arguments of tool 
invocations (ActualParameters). 

 
<imsld:roles> 
 <imsld:learner identifier="role-1"> 
  <imsld:title>Editor</imsld:title> 
</imsld:learner> 
 <imsld:learner identifier="role-2"> 
  <imsld:title>Reviewer</imsld:title> 
 </imsld:learner> 
</imsld:roles> 
<imsld:activities> 
 <imsld:learning-activity identifier="la-A1"> 
  <imsld:title>Edition</imsld:title>       
 </imsld:learning-activity> 
 <imsld:learning-activity identifier="la-A2"> 
  <imsld:title>Reviewing</imsld:title> 
 </imsld:learning-activity> 
</imsld:activities> 
<imsld:method> 
 <imsld:play identifier="play-1"> 
  <imsld:title>Play</imsld:title> 
  <imsld:act identifier="act-1"> 
   <imsld:title>Act-1</imsld:title> 

<imsld:role-part identifier="rolepart-1"> 
 <imsld:title>Role Part</imsld:title> 
 <imsld:role-ref ref="role-1" /> 
 <imsld:learning-activity-ref ref="la-A1" /> 
</imsld:role-part> 

  </imsld:act> 
  <imsld:act identifier="act-2"> 
   <imsld:title>Act-2</imsld:title> 
    <imsld:role-part identifier="rolepart-2"> 

 <imsld:title>Role Part</imsld:title> 

         (a)                                                                (b)  

Figure 6: (a) Design of the peer-review CL structure. (b) Part of the learning flow 
document specified conforming to IMS LD 

Up to this point, the instructional designer has specified the learning flow and 
data flow (workflow) of the CL structure of the peer-review CL process. However, 
the flows coordination is still missing because the learning flow and workflow are not 
independent of each other. The diagram in Fig. 8a illustrates the structural 
relationship between the learning flow and data flow in regard to all four of the tested 
CL situations. Relating activities in the learning flow with activities in the workflow, 
this task is carried out by the instructional designer at design time. The “task” should 
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be understood as: the moments in which the tools give the necessary support to the 
learning activities as well as the moments in which they are left out. Such flows 
coordination is specified within the flows coordination document following a 
proprietary specification as shown in Fig. 8b. 

5.3 The Peer-Review CL Structure Instantiation 

In order to define the selected CL situations of the peer-review process, first, one or 
more data flow structures instantiations should be defined. Thus, the goal for the 
instructional designer or educator is to define the necessary data flow structures 
instantiations to derive all four of the selected CL situations described in Table 2. As 
explained next, this can be reached by designing only two of these structures. 
 

<xpdl:DataFields> 
 <xpdl:DataField Id="D1" Name="D1"/> 
</xpdl:DataFields> 
<xpdl:Participants> 
<xpdl:Participant Id="Editor" Name="Editor"/> 
<xpdl:Participant Id="Review" Name="Reviewer"/> 
</xpdl:Participants> 
<xpdl:Applications> 
 <xpdl:Application Id="App-T1"> 
  <xpdl:FormalParameters> 
   <xpdl:FormalParameter Id="p-D1" Mode="OUT"/> 
  </xpdl:FormalParameters> 
 </xpdl:Application> 
 <xpdl:Application Id="App-T2"> 
  <xpdl:FormalParameters> 
   <xpdl:FormalParameter Id="p-D1" Mode="IN"/> 
  </xpdl:FormalParameters> 
 </xpdl:Application> 
</xpdl:Applications> 
<xpdl:Activities> 
 <xpdl:Activity Id="Activity-T1" Name="T1"> 
  <xpdl:Implementation> 
   <xpdl:Tool Id="App-T1" Type="APPLICATION"> 
    <xpdl:ActualParameters>          
<xpdl:ActualParameter>D1</xpdl:ActualParameter> 
     </xpdl:ActualParameters> 
    </xpdl:Tool> 
     </xpdl:Implementation> 
      <xpdl:Performer>Editor</xpdl:Performer> 

(a)                                                              (b) 

Figure 7: (a) Design of the peer-review data flow structure (b) Part of the data flow 
document specified and conforming to XPDL 
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<tools> 
  <tool id="H1" /> 
  <tool id="H2" /> 
</tools> 
<transitions> 
 <master-transition> 
  <from activity-ref="A1" /> 
  <to tool-ref="H1" /> 
 </master-transition> 
 <master-transition> 
  <from activity-ref="A2" /> 
  <to tool-ref="H2" /> 
 </master-transition> 
 <slave-transition> 
  <from tool-ref="H1" /> 
  <to activity-ref="A1" /> 
    </slave-transition> 
 <slave-transition> 
  <from tool-ref="H2" /> 
  <to activity-ref="A2" /> 
 </slave-transition> 
</transitions>

           (a)                                                                     (b) 

Figure 8: Flows coordination (a) design and (b) document 

Fig. 9 shows the design of the first data flow structure instantiation shared by the 
first and second selected CL situations. Both situations require the creation of two 
groups, and therefore two instances of each editing and reviewing tool. Meanwhile, 
the interaction among groups (interaction among data and tool instances) remains the 
same for both situations. Thus, the actual difference between these situations is the 
way participants share tools: while in the first situation participants manage individual 
tools, in the second participants share collaborative tools. This can, however, be 
specified later in the groups population document, while both situations share the 
same instance of the data flow structure. The instructional designer, or educator, 
produces such a design from the data flow structure shown in Fig. 7. The creation of 
two groups (two data and tool instances), produce the data flow interaction described 
in the first and second CL situations. Finally, the resultant design is specified in 
XPDL within the groups instantiation document. 

Fig. 10 illustrates the design of the second data flow structure instantiation and 
shared by the third and fourth CL situations. The data flow structure, shown in Fig. 7, 
produces such a design. The creation of not two, but three groups (three data and tool 
instances), produce the data flow interaction described in the third and fourth CL 
situations. Similarly, such design is specified in XPDL within another groups 
instantiation document. 
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Figure 9: Instantiation of the peer-review data flow structure that is shared by 
the first and second of the selected CL situations 

 

Figure 10: Instantiation of the peer-review data flow structure that is shared by the 
third and fourth of the selected CL situations 

Once the instructional designer defines the groups instantiation documents, the 
educator specifies the way groups are populated for completing the specific CL 
situations. This assigns participants to the learning activities and tool instances. A 
summary of such assignments for all CL situations are shown in Fig. 11a, while part 
of the specification of the groups population document for the first CL situation is 
shown in Fig. 11b. 

As seen in Fig.11a, all participants are scheduled to play both the editor and 
reviewer roles for all of the CL situations. Fig.11a also shows the way participants 
manage individual or shared tool instances. 
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Learning Activities Population 

<role-root> 
 <role id="Editor" occurrence="1"/> 
 <role id="Reviewer" 
occurrence="2"/> 
</role-root> 
<tool-instances> 
 <tool-instance id="T1-1"/> 
 <tool-instance id="T1-2"/> 
 <tool-instance id="T2-1"/> 
 <tool-instance id="T2-2"/> 
</tool-instances> 
<data-instances> 
 <data-inst id="D1-1" url="..."/> 
 <data-inst id="D1-2" url="..."/> 
</data-instances> 
<group-population> 
 <user id="p1" name="p1" 
email="..."> 
  <role-occu-ref ref="1"/> 
  <role-occu-ref ref="2"/> 
  <tool-instance-id-ref ref="T1-1"/> 
  <tool-instance-id-ref ref="T2-1"/> 
 </user> 
 <user id="p2" name="p2" 
email="..."> 
  <role-occu-ref ref="1"/> 
  <role-occu-ref ref="2"/> 
  <tool-instance-id-ref ref="T1-2"/> 
  <tool-instance-id-ref ref="T2-2"/> 

Role CL Situation 
1 2 3 4 

Editor p1,p2 p1,p2, 
p3,p4 

p1,p2,p3 p1,p2,p3,p4
,p5,p6 

Reviewe
r 

p1,p2 p1,p2, 
p3,p4 

p1,p2,p3 p1,p2,p3,p4
,p5,p6 

 
 
 

Tool Instances Population 
Tool 

Instan
ce 

CL Situation 
1 2 3 4 

T1-1 p1 p1,p2 p1 p1,p2 
T1-2 p2 p3,p4 p2 p3,p4 
T1-3 - - p3 p5,p6 
T2-1 p1 p1,p2 p1 p1,p5 
T2-2 p2 p3,p4 p2 p2,p3 
T2-3 - - p3 p4,p6 

(a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 11: (a) Assignment of participants to the learning activities (roles) and tool 
instances for all peer-review CL situations. (b) Part of the groups population 
document for the first peer-review CL situation 

Finally, many other specific CL situations may be derived from the same data 
flow structure instantiation. This reusability shows the potential of the proposed 
method. 

5.4 Enactment 

Once the synchronized learning flow and workflow documents are played by the 
CopperCore and the Bonita engines, respectively, these documents keep references 
from the engine invoking resources to the workflow and learning flow engines, 
thereby producing the engines-level coordination and producing the moments in 
which the control flow switches from one engine to the other. 

Fig. 12 captures the enactment of the first CL situation at the moment when the 
participant p2 starts the reviewing activity in the learning flow (see Fig. 12a). Then, 
when the participant p2 is ready to give feedback to his/her peer p1, the workflow 
engine automatically launches the reviewing tool (see Fig. 12b). Moreover, the proper 
artefact previously created by his\her peer p1 in the previous activity (the editing 
activity) is loaded automatically in the reviewing tool (see Fig. 12b). 
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Figure 12: Enactment of the first peer-review CL situation (a) Reviewing activity 
presented automatically to the participant p2 by the learning flow engine 
(Coppercore) (b) Reviewing tool instance launched automatically by the workflow 
engine (Bonita) and presented automatically to the participant p2 

Thus, the results obtained indicate that the data flow between tools can be 
specified through the proposed method. Furthermore, the system does not require user 
intervention for handling the data flow, thus avoiding the increase of the users’ 
cognitive load. The system also avoids the use of situations with prompt errors for 
users, since the user does not have to be concerned with the data to be used in a 
learning activity; the system automatically delivers the necessary data to the tools. 
Moreover, the four selected CL situations were enacted just by changing the groups 
population document. This approach reused the learning flow, data flow and flows 
coordination documents. 

5.5 Expressiveness of other more complex CL situations 

Additionally to the peer-review, LeadFlow4LD has been successfully tested with 
other more complex CL situations. Such is the case for example of the knowledge 
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convergence script [Miao, 08] and the so-called MOSAIC learning experience 
[Palomino-Ramírez, 08] which are introduced next but not discussed in detail due to 
space restrictions. 

On the one hand, the knowledge convergence script is a generalization from the 
peer-review that it is well documented in the literature [Weinberger, 04]. Consider the 
following CL situation comprising editing, reviewing and reflection activities (the 
structural design is shown in Fig. 13). During the editing activity a group of three 
learners are required to write three reports (D1) about three different cases. Then, 
during the reviewing activity, each learner critiques, in rounds, the report of each of 
the other peers. At this stage the situation becomes interesting because each learner 
has to criticize two learners’ reports in sequence within the same learning activity: the 
reviewing one. Finally, during the reflection activity each learner presents their 
thoughts. This CL situation was successfully specified and enacted through 
LeadFlow4LD, thus showing the expressiveness of the proposed method, 
expressiveness to specify the sequencing of tool invocations in a learning activity. 
 

 

Figure 13: Representation of the learning flow and data flow structures of the 
knowledge convergence script 

On the other hand, 12 learners participated in the MOSAIC learning experience. 
This experience is a CL situation derived from a combination of three well known CL 
structures: a 3-level pyramid, jigsaw and peer-review (the structural design is shown 
in Fig. 14). The main goal of this CL situation is to use the peer-review as a means to 
improve the outcome produced at each level or phase. The first level of the pyramid 
comprises 3 phases. In the first individual phase, each student reads one of three 
selected cases (4 students read the same one) in order to build an outcome. In the 
second collaborative phase all four students that read the same case work together as a 
group of experts. First, they make a peer-review of their previous work and then they 
produce a new improved outcome. In the third phase, 3 jigsaw groups, of 4 expert 
learners each, are formed while peer-reviewing remains again as the main activity. In 
the second level of the pyramid, two jigsaw groups work together in a peer-review 
fashion while reaching a consensus on the outcome. Finally, in the third level of the 
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pyramid all of the 12 students present their thoughts. The successful enactment of this 
CL situation showed again the expressiveness of LeadFlow4LD to specify not only 
the data flow between tools and the sequencing of tool invocations, but also the 
combination of complex CL structures. 

 

 

Figure 14: Representation of the learning flow and data flow structures of the 
MOSAIC learning experience 

Due to space restrictions, all of the details of the LeadFlow4LD specification are 
not included in this paper. Nevertheless, Fig. 14 shows a simplification of the learning 
flow and data flow structures of the MOSAIC learning experience, while Table 3 
shows the number of data and tool instances just to provide a glimpse of the 
complexity of the CL situation as well as the expressivity affordances of 
LeadFlow4LD. 
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Tool Tool Description Instances Data Data Description Instances 

T1 Conceptual map individual tool 
(individual study) 

12 D1 Conceptual map 
(individual study) 

12 

T2 Conceptual map individual tool 
(individual feedback) 

12 D2 Conceptual map (experts 
study) 

3 

T3 Conceptual map collaborative 
tool (experts study) 

3 D3 Conceptual map (jigsaw 
study) 

4 

T4 Conceptual map collaborative 
tool (jigsaw feedback) 

4 D4 Conceptual map (jigsaw 
study pyramid-level 2) 

2 

T5 Conceptual map collaborative 
tool (jigsaw study) 

4  

T6 Conceptual map collaborative 
tool (jigsaw feedback pym-L 2)

2 

T7 Conceptual map collaborative 
tool (jigsaw study pyramid-L2)

2 

Table 3: Data and tool descriptions shown in Fig. 13 as well as the number of data 
and tool instances used by the MOSAIC learning experience 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

The computer representation of a learning process comprising both a learning flow 
and data flow opens the possibility of using a computer-based system first, to guide 
participants through the sequence of learning activities; second to guide participants 
through the sequence of tools; and third, to automatically manage the data exchanged 
among tools.  

Different existing EMLs are employed to specify a learning process, yet IMS LD 
has emerged as the de facto standard in the LD community and approach. IMS LD 
can specify the learning flow and the data flow between activities. IMS LD cannot, 
however, specify the data flow between tools. This becomes a relevant issue, 
especially in the CSCL field, where the data flow management is non-trivial. 
Complex collaborative interactions must manage the artefacts and tools that support a 
learning activity. When participants in the learning process, not the system, take the 
output generated by a given tool and use it as the input of another tool, then 
participants have to make the additional effort of locating and retrieving data and 
tools. Current solutions found in the literature focus on the proposal of other EMLs. 
Unfortunately, these solutions are not interoperable with current standards. 

Additional to this data flow automation issue, there exists the process reuse issue. 
CL processes require not only the definition of the structure, but also the structure 
instantiation which, in turn, reflects the interaction between groups (collaborative 
interaction between data and tool instances), as well as the way learning activities and 
tool instances are populated by participants. Nevertheless, current approaches found 
in the literature focus on the specification of CL situations instead of the CL structure, 
thereby precluding the reuse of the process definition for different CL situations. 

In this paper, we propose an interoperable solution to both issues, called 
LeadFlow4LD. This solution consists of a method for specifying both learning and 
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data flows. It respectively uses, IMS LD and a standard workflow language such as 
XPDL. XPDL specifies the sequencing of tools and the data flow between tools. 
LeadFlow4LD proposes the specification of a CL structure and situations within a 
unit of learning called UoLeadFlow4LD. A UoLeadFlow4LD comprises five 
documents: 1. the learning flow, 2. the data flow and 3. flows coordination documents 
which actually describe the structure of the learning process, 4. the groups 
instantiation document which describes collaborative interaction between groups, and 
5. the groups population document, which describes the way participants are 
associated to learning activities and tool instances. 

The specification of a learning process in separated documents aims to foster 
reusability. Different generic CL situations can be derived from the same data flow 
structure by simply changing the groups instantiation document. Moreover, different 
specific CL situations can be derived from the same groups instantiation document by 
just changing the groups population document. 

Although the flows coordination and groups population documents are both 
described using proprietary specifications, the fact that LeadFlow4LD is mainly based 
on the standards IMS LD and XPDL allows a significant reduction in authority tools 
development effort on the one hand (because tools can be reused) and a reduction of 
the learning curve while using tools based on these standard specifications, on the 
other hand. 

Four simple but significant peer-review CL situations have been selected and 
specified in the proposed method and from the instructional designer and educator 
points of view. Furthermore, a non-trivial CL situation –based on the complex CLFP 
that combines the pyramid, jigsaw and peer-review patterns—  has also been specified 
through LeadFlow4LD. In order to assess such CL situation specifications, we 
propose and implement a prototype enactment system used as a proof-of-concept to 
execute a UoLeadFlow4LD. Actual results show that artefacts and tools were 
delivered automatically to users when they performed learning activities 
(LeadFlow4LD expressiveness on data flow automation) and the proper documents of 
a UoLeadFlow4LD were successfully reused for different CL situations 
(UoLeadFlow4LD reusability). 

It is noteworthy that the LeadFlow4LD method could contribute to the learning 
design field not only as a way of specifying CSCL scripts, but it could also be 
employed within the context of the proposals made by other researchers in order to 
enable the deployment of IMS LD based learning design in mainstream VLEs. In this 
way, LeadFlow4LD could improve the support provided for the realization of 
collaborative scenarios in both open source products such as Moodle or LAMS and 
commercial products such as Blackboard. These contributions should be considered 
for a future review of the IMS LD specification, but also by the other EMLs 
supporters. Furthermore, in the BPM/workflow domain, no engine supports the 
execution of the data-flow features added to the current version of their corresponding 
modelling languages. Moreover, the support of data flow between tools, at the 
execution time, is not even taken into account. The approach presented in this paper 
could be considered as a possible way to handle these features in the BPM/Workflow 
field. 

Our future work covers four principle issues. First, the evaluation should go 
beyond the CL situations presented in this paper. More case studies must be 
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conducted and evaluated from a technological and educational perspective in 
authentic environments in order to identify advantages and drawbacks of the proposed 
method. Second, a complete adoption of the proposed method requires the 
development of the LeadFlow4LD parser component in order to achieve an automatic 
generation of the synchronized learning flow and workflow documents. Third, we 
plan to work on the use of LeadFlow4LD to support collaborative learning in the 
Moodle platform. Fourth and finally, LeadFlow4LD could also be helpful for the 
specification of the flow of artefacts in the assessment processes, as well as the 
specification of flow of learning outcomes for e-Portfolio purposes. These are some of 
the future research lines we are currently exploring. 
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